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There's a college in New York called the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice that trains people for

criminal justice careers and, as one of its very

important functions, it gives a college education to

people who are already policemen and correctional

officers. For all we know, maybe it is doing the

biggest single value-added task of anybody in

higher education, and it may be doing the most
important one. That may be more important than,

say, the Harvard Business School.

— Frank Newman,
President of the University

of Rhode Island.

editors' message

We spoke recently with a gentleman who claimed to
be a "self-made man." We don't doubt that he was,
at least as that phrase is informally understood; he
displayed the arrogance and opulence of that breed,
and we gathered that he'd had a good deal of

personal success: "and what I've gotten, I've gotten
on my own."

But laying his individual accomplishments aside, it

seemed odd to us that he would claim to be "self-

made." Did he invent his flesh? Did he nurse on his

own breasts? Did he learn to read by staring into the
dictionary? Did he learn to think without the
influence of any other person?

If an oak tree grew where none had grown before,

would we call it a "self-made tree?" Or would we
attribute its growth to the sun, air, water, and soil?

Human beings are no different, and even our vain

friend would have to agree that we are, as much as

anything else, the sum of the people who touch our

lives.

This book is devoted to the people who made the

"self-making" experience of education possible for

you.



In an age in which criminal justice is becoming
an ever more important issue, John Jay
graduates have an opportunity to make a real

difference. You have chosen a field in which
there are more challenges than solutions and
more problems than answers. You represent a

new kind of criminal justice professional with a

new approach — men and women educated not

only in your own specialties, but also in the best

liberal arts tradition.

As many of you take your places in a system

that is much in need of change and
improvement, we hope that your work at John
Jay has prepared you to understand the

problems, to help find solutions, and to make a

difference in our City and in the nation.

Congratulations on your graduation, and best

wishes for happiness and success in your lives

and in your careers.

— Gerald W. Lynch
President



On behalf of all of us teaching or administrating in

the Graduate Program I send our best wishes to all

our graduate students, especially to those who this

year have earned the Master's degree.

The way through to the degree from freshman
undergraduate status is long. It often conflicts with

family and occupational commitments, demands a

heavy schedule and involves difficulties in

transportation. We nevertheless hope you have
enjoyed your learning, that you have made many
friends, and that you have built up your capacity

for progress and a rewarding life in the world
beyond the campus.

— P. J. Stead
Dean of Graduate Studies

I applaud the efforts of the yearbook staff for the

arduous energies devoted to the task of publishing

the 1980-1981 Justitia. Your labor in this project

exemplifies superlative student leadership, which
clearly illustrates the ability of students to join

forces under inordinate pressures to produce, in a

responsible manner, a professional product worthy
of praise from the entire John Jay College

community.

I also extend my congratulations to the members of

the Class of 1981 upon the completion of their

degrees. As graduates of John Jay College you are

charged with the responsibility of molding your

personal career goals and developing a style of

leadership within your community. You join the

ranks of renowned alumni entrusted with upholding

the ideals and high standards of professionalism

established by John Jay College of Criminal

Justice.

My best wishes to you in your future endeavors.

— James A. Malone
Dean of Students



This yearbook is dedicated
to the memory of Dr.

Arthur Niederhoffer
1917-1981

"
. . . the best in a teacher because he was the best in a

man - caring, concerned, thoughtful, and genuine."
— Dr. Eli Silverman
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freedom is like

a poet's innocence
echoing feelings

through his fingers
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That We May C

As I sit by my window
awaiting the rising sun

awaiting a new day
suddenly I feel

that it is more than a crime

It is more than a shame
that our babies are being silenced

before they've had a chance to speak.

I feel a loss a sorrow

It is within my soul within myself

It is total.

And as I sit here

awaiting the rising sun

awaiting a new day
I pray silently that this

tragedy may help us to c

while we may have reached a place

among the stars

new plateaus perhaps

there is still a need

to unite

Shirley Hill





Sunday At Four

A warm wet cold and beautiful Sunday it was
walking on the almost main avenue.

Walking slowly, forgetting the past

and remembering the future.

Rushing to get nowhere at all except confused

about the clearest points to be pondered.

Being wrong, while everyone else is right.

Oh no. I am right, too late.

Knowing you will be gone, but remembered to th

whose love is in your heart.

Saying hello and goodbye.
It does not matter that I ended up there

for the last time

But I went back, again, and again

For a piece of my soul and life resides

In those lovely decrepit walls of solitude,

And their own hopes and their own
Expectations.

They will live up to hers, and theirs

But not their own.
For they know not
But they really do.

em, And so I think I do
And they will live up to mine.

But I am gone, and they know
But who will tell them
They, and he, surprised me.

— Aaron A. Horowitz











this is heavy heavy
something too heavy
to bear

and you say sister, sister

don't be so so slow

cause ain't that much
deepness in the world
except when I look in your eyes

and you know the shonuff
shonuf truth

can't be touched with hands
and I say brother brother

what is that saucy
springy tangy taste

in your mouth
when you speak the word,

to me
what's that breath and smell

you breathe that takes

my breath away and give me
new breath

and who told you to touch the touch
that shakes me with your glances

you smile and answer so so sweetly

"you touched me too"
— Audrey L. Owens
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Wake Up

They're looking at us

Not looking out for us

Decipher their tongue . . .

For what is said is

Similarly!

What we live is not

Always what we've dreamt

Sacrifice our trust . .

.

And save our young . . .

For as Black as we are

We can be seen

For they're looking at us

And not looking out for us

— Jacqueline McLeod



Wide Awake

I waddle in my memory of oblivion

Procrastinating as to reality

Certainty effaces my lies . .

.

And the inevitable leaks inside

Numb is the feeling

Death is the cry

To my love for you
Not I, but again . . .

I waddle in my memory of oblivion

Procrastinating as to reality

Certainty effaces my lies . . .

And the inevitable leaks inside.

— Jacqueline McLeod







Linda

Windows smashing through hands
like a final scream
I can't do anything
to change her situation

Her kids are screaming
The stereo blasts sweet love songs

as the tea kettle whistles on
The kids are watching Tom & Jerry

while the dogs bark at the paperboy
I pay him
then push out to catch the rabbit

who has hopped out of the street

She grabs the black cat

and throws it to the side

instead of punishing it

for getting into the garbage

She starts to cry

I listen to her problems
again

That's why she took in the other cat

She says he reminded her of herself

alone and scared

with shoulders haunched
ready to strike out against everyone
anyone
I bandage her hands
Wishing I could do the same to her heart

She takes a knife

and rips off the bandages
The baby wants his bottle

I take away the knife

as she watches the blood

drip onto the rug

She says it looks like a leaky faucet

The other two kids are fighting over the

TV
I replace the bandage
She sits and rocks on the floor

holding the stray cat in her arms
I go to fix the baby's bottle

and the window smashes again

I cannot stop her pain

I bring her tea

rocking and crying with her

She is so alone

— Patricia L. Chamic
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Love lies deep beneath any motivated
part

Of a person who feels love

The temptation of this feeling does not
explain itself

In any form other then feeling

Love depends only upon the individual's

|
igjfcgg^g imagination

And cannot be set by any other
You cannot explain love to a person
Because words have no meaning for the

inner

feeling

Love can not be forgotten in any matter
For a feeling is always there

Whether deep within one's self

Or very close

Love glides towards temptation

The temptation to love someone
Love can be expressed by the showing of

it

Letting someone feel your love

No other feeling can replace love

Love is one single feeling

Love grows from imagination

Love is a creation

Love is isolated

Love is Love
— Patricia L. Chamic
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Muerte!!!

^Muerte, en donde te escondes?

En que rincon lejana y oscura

Me esperas y me miras?

Se que estas ahi

Te presiento

Te huelo!

Vestida de bianco y negro

Sonrisas macabras, me esperas,

Me esperas . . . esperas

^Que mundo es este?

Sin substancia y sin razon

Sin borde y sin cielo?

Que frio! Que calido!

Que gritos y lamentos

NO!
Este no es mi mundo
Dios, perdoname!

— Raimundo Wray



Africa

^Oh AFRICA! que pecado has cometido?
^Por que te juzgan y te abandonan?

^Por que te saquearon hasta tu nombre
Dejandote desnuda y desvergonzada?

iDime mi AFRICA
Cual es tu delito que dicen que nunca podras

arrepentirte?

^Que maldicion te implanto Dios para

humillarte en esa condition?

Lagrimas

Lagrimas que caen al suelo

Como el agua que se disipa de la nube
Y cae tambien al suelo.

Lagrimas que al mirarlas

Veo reflejos de mis pecados
Pecados tan inmenso que ni

Dios podra perdonarlos.

Miro a mis lagrimas que
Brotan sin cesar

Aliviandome de mi desgracias.

Consolandome de mi perdition.

Oh lagrimas cuanto os anhelo
Porque solo vosotros me comprendeis
En mis horas de agonia
En mis horas de desesperacion.

Lagrimas!

— Raimundo Wray

Tu que antes eras la luz de naciones

Naciones en la obscuridad.

Tu, que por ti se revelo la humanidad.
Tu, que diste vida al mundo,

Y tu, que el mundo te la quito.

^Oh levantate mi AFRICA moribunda!
Levantate y reclama tu corona.

No te desanimes mi AFRICA,
Que yo estare contigo - contigo hasta la muerte.

— Raimundo Wray
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Blackout 80

the last time i looked

it was there

staring back at me
but then again

so was my shadow
that was until you came along
without warning
stripping the blackness of no

face

on the wall

and me you left

without reflection or claim

while others looted and sold

half-sane minds, hot

a dime a dozen
you ghosted in

peddled my heart of gold

to night for free

the last time i looked

i wasn't blind

or unsympathetic to your
but i am now
where you left me
feeling for light

or anyone's truth

i use to call ours

— Dee Williams

1

^ Masterpiece

like a leaf

pressed against the snow
you left a cold braille image
imprinted on my flesh

i could not read between the lines

they've aged and wrinkled truth

and my hands that sensed the same
no longer felt the you
and now to live forever

profiled

for fear to show
what hides behinds these hands
are scars

from your own mold

— Dee Williams







Sleep

\

Sleep little one
Innocent in mind

So full of joy

So sweet, so kind

Unknown to you, are the true facts of life

Sweet can be the years, yet sharp as a knife.

So grow good, and grow wise

I'll do my part,

And share your successes

As well as broken hearts.

I'll try always to be there

Whenever you're in need
For blood from my veins,

For you I will bleed.

And when I grow old,

I hope you remember
That I'll feel this way,

From January to December . .

.

— Mary M. Rivera





Another Kind Of Power
Everyone's mother
(barely visible

beneath 31 layers

of official New York grime)

slept

(her bags

full of sequestered secrets

drawn carefully beside her)

across the doorway
of the New York Times.

The frumpy, dumpy
bag of rags

(and all her festering obsessions

kept all the news that's fit

from getting printed

at least for a while

but didn't herself rate

even the smallest mention.

Mitchell
I want to write a poem about

Mitchell

Mitchell who bleeds on me
whose eyes plead from me
Mitchell from Queens
with the new color TV,

Mitchell

wants to be an artist

Mitchell wants to create

to spill his guts on the printed

page

in bleed on everybody ink

I want to write a poem about
Mitchell

who jailed his pride

to avoid an argument, Mitchell

altered his second-hand
opinions

to be on the right side of

everything

Mitchell sold his balls

to stay out of a fight, Mitchell
wants to be an artist

I want to write a poem about
Mitchell's morbid fiction

fantasy

being produced, being discussed

"Art for art's sake?" students

query
"gratuitous violence?, facile

plots?"

chameleon Mitchell revises

incessantly

(without ever writing a word)
to better get across, Mitchell

wants to be an artist

I want to write a poem about
Mitchell

who lost his job because of me
His baby wife at home in

Queens
sobs softly to the color TV
as Mitchell gropes and
grumbles

trying to understand, Mitchell

bleeds on me, feeds on me,
Mitchell

bucks down, lets loose, goes

under
gives up and cries, Mitchell

wants to be an artist

I want to write a poem about
Mitchell

(and the Mitchell inside of me)
Mitchell who knows you've got

to do it and do it

but never gets around to it,

Mitchell

wants appreciation anyway,
Mitchell

dreams away his time, Mitchell

won't face up to a glaring

mirror

Mitchell wants to be an artist











Thawing

A snowflake fell on my forehead
Dancing down my eye
As it melted into a tear

Sliding slowly
Down my cheek
I thought deeply about the snowflake
Crying into my life

— Samuel Gates III



To A Poet Whose Images Dance On The
Tip Of My Tongue

Underneath your poems
I bathe in your images

Wetting my body brown and sweet
Like cook spring rain

In the arms of midnight

In the mist of your voices

I breathe your breath that speak your
dreams

Twirling from your mouth like a

ballerina

Dancing beneath your fingertips

Drinking rivers of moonlight
Never to die

Pages spread like rays of sunshine

Your beauty and truths

That will read from books sheltering

your

experiences

Both old and new
Naked
To be eaten by hungry eyes

When the shelves of their refrigerators

Are cold

And empty

— Samuel Gates III

Trophies In Our Heart

As we laid in our vault of silence

Splashing our tongues on each others shore

Transformed into silk after the waves
reeled back into a fisherman's boat
And the fire drowned burning screams in our throat

And the books stopped flapping their wings
across the room
And the phone received my calls

We still carried trophies in our hearts

— Samuel Gates III
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An Evening With The Kuumba
Players
dedicated to the memory of the children of Atlanta



Blessed Children Of
Atlanta

Blessed Children of Atlanta,

Your life was just starting to begin,

Blessed Children of Atlanta

Some evil person wanted to see

Your life end.

Your forefathers toiled America's soil

with their bare hands
so that you will be able to

live in a free land,

But someone did not want you
to have it, so they destroyed

you with their bare hands.

But don't worry, Oh children

For God will give you a home
without sorrow or grief,

And he will revenge the one

who destroyed his children.

So Blessed Children of Atlanta, go ahead
and rest in peace, and as you look

down from above, look not in hate

but in love.

— Edwina Gray



I Dance Company
Thrills John Jay
For two hours on Monday, Dec. 1, the John Ja)
was transformed into a stage of whirling, leaping

bodies whose evervj^^Bfement seemed to defy th

bonds of gravity.J Bffamaican National Dance
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n th('ieces danced ranged from the somewhat
ponderous "Overture from Roots" to the free-

t lowing celebration of the human spirit

was embodied in their interpret at i

Stevie Wonder's "Sir D

e gym was packed to overflowing wit
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student governments of both schools.
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Student Council THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE

W EACH TAKE LIES \J\TW YOU

ALONE. CA5T TOURVOTES ONLY AFTER

WELU6ENT AND CAREWL DELIBERATION

THE TACTS AND AT ALL TIMS. KEEP

|N MINP THE VLTMATE OUTCOME Of

TOUR DECISION.

oh, CO/IE OAUou//
YOU can't ALL
ABSTAIN."

Clockwise from left: Pres.

Stephen Palermo, Vice-Pres.

Anita Mestey, Secretary Judy-
Lynne Peters, Susan Kulaga,

Treasurer Sandra Palleja



Clubs And Organizations
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The Student Newspaper
of John Jay College

Peggy Murphy Ray Namdar Charmaine Davies Bettyann Labrenz

After three weeks of not getting us

together, we took us apart.

Perhaps the only lasting advantage

of our doing this yearbook is that

we get to look so relaxed and
alone while everyone else is

jammed up like the Second
Avenue bus.

Steve Brumer John Burns

Ayshia Armorer

Members of the staff not pictured: Michael Corrigan, Hamilton,
Bobb, Liz Rivera, Tammy Kian, John Kirton, Diane Klapakis,

Jacqueline McLeod, George Gil, Michael Morrongiello, Catherine
Ortiz, Todd Randazzo.

Christine Conder Gail Monsegue
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Forensic Science



Faculty And
Administration
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Imagine trying to keep track of the records of 7,000 students. Add
to that the grueling effort of three registration sessions a year.

Then you'll understand the important function provided for us by
the Office of the Registrar. Our hat is tipped.

ss
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Raymond Pitt - Sociology





Faculty
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All the hoopla surrounding the faculty and administration notwithstanding, the people

who really keep the college going are the ones you never see.

Support Services

We wouldn't have a college if the mail wasn't delivered. If the boilers weren't tended. If the

midterms weren't printed. If the floors weren't swept.

Yet the people who do these things are the ones we notice (and fawn over) least. It is an
omission that demands correction, since, as much as anyone else, these people made your
education possible.





Graduates





Elizabeth Abrahams
Rafael D. Adams
Vernice E. Adams
John J. Aitken
Angela F. Alexander

Daisy M. Alverio

Doris Amador
Lawyer C. Anderson
Flora Arias

Ayshia Y. Armorer

Kevin Astor
Celia B. Banks
Cynthia Banks
Miriam Barfield

Karl S. Barry





Donna M. Battaglia

Richard C. Bellomo
Pur W. Birdling

Peter R. Bishun
Cecilia M. Blamo

Barry A. Blatt

Kathy M. Bogdanowicz
Franklin J. Bosio

Marguerite Boutsikakis

Sylvia T. Brady

Frank A. Brindisi

Anita Brody
Stephen D. Brody
Edward J. Brogan
Annette M. Brown





Saul Bruh
Vivian S. Burruano
Cynthia Burton
Sheffield Burton
Duncan Campbell

Rosalie Campbell
Thomas Carroll

Mary A. Carter
Vivian F. Cassady
Jay W. Chagrin

Marguerite Cheeseman
William F. Clabby
Sheena Clarke

Kenneth Clator

Ward Clayton





Caudieu D. Cook
Steven W. Cook
Eunice Coleman
Miguel A. Colon-Ramos
Sherry L. Confino

Linda Coribello

Varney M. Corneh
Karen P. Crosby
Roberto D. Cruz
Anthony Curry

Maureen A. Cusmano
Charmaine Davies
James M. Davis
Veronica Davis
Ann Delaney
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Frank Del Vecchio
Robert J. Denaro
Eric H. Deravin
Miguel A. Diaz
Andrew Dietz

"9

Kathryn M. Dillenger

Ciro P. Di Meglio
Donna A. Donato
Jane Durkin
Raymond J. Durritie

4-

Joyce A. Edwards
James 0. Egaghe
Dorit Ettinger

Claudia S. Fidanque
Joyce P. Fields





Leon E. Flanagan
Jeffrey Freundlich
Steve N. George
John J. Giambrone
Leroi L. Gill

Richard A. Goldstein
Marina A. Gomez
Wayne Gordon
Calvin Grant
Victor A. Griles

Kevin S. Guarino
Yvette D. Guy
Cheryl A. Hall

Diane R. Hanson
Belinda L. Harris





Angelette Hart
Jeromia S. Henry
Micheline Henry
Ana Hernandez
Elray T. Hobbs

David I. Ibezim
Cynthia D. Jacobs
Edwina Rawlings James
Robert G. Jewell

Geronia Johnson

Keith M. Johnson
David C. Johnston
Gregory Jones
Lucille Jordan
Sovulj Josip





Linda Kadluboski
John G. Karayiannes
Bessie Kaufman
Brenda A. Kelly
Karilyn Konesky

Victor Labozzetta
Earl Lacondre
Karen M. Lanza
Vincent Latora
Lorna T. Lemon

Michael M. Leonard
Peter J. Lizzio

Elizabeth M. McDonald
Deborah A. McManus
Valerie L. Melrose





Angel Mendez
Elizabeth Mercado
David E. Mesibov
Anthony Messina
Anita Mestey

Elizabeth P. Meyers
Raymond A. Miller

Howard L. Millman
Miriam Moranda-Kende
Reran M. Moment

Patricia R. Moore
Cathy E. Morman
Paul J. Moriarty
Ann D. Moronta
Ronald A. Mumford





Gale R. Murdaugh
Edward J. Murphy
Lori A. Nappi
Josephine A. Neeson
Larold Neil

Lindsey I. Nicholson
Terrance O'Connell
Jennifer M. Oliver

Sharon A. Owens
Kathleen A. Pagliughi

Stephen J. Palermo
Sonia I. Patao
Joe Perez

Michael A. Perry

Sandra Perry
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James J. Peterson

Ginervieve E. Phillips

Pamela L. Phinn
Thomas J. Power
Sharon F. Pressley

Joy V. Quashie
Nivia Ramirez
James P. Reddin
Yvette T. Remice
Gertrude Reynolds

Ron G. Rice
Karen A. Richardson
Cathy L. Ridley
Carmen I. Rivera
Elizabeth Rivera





George A. Rivera
Yvonne Rivera
Ricardo Rodriguez
Richard I. Rubenstein
Carol A. Rudder

Harriet Ruderman
Lucie St. Leger
Margaret A. Santos
Ann F. Shuler
Kathy L. Slaughter

Samson Slobert

Lynette M. Smith
Theresa Smith
William W. Spooner
Chris N. Stefandis





Michael Vader
Esteban Valdez
Susana Vargas
Mario Vega
Luis Velez

Diano Z. Viera

Moses Voker
Gerard Watson
Reva R. Wayne
Janice Y. West

Ebonii J. White
Pamela S. White
Johnny L. Wilford
Birdera Williams
Deborah M. Williams





Donna Sterling

Gloria J. Stevens
Vani E. Stirrup

Walter T. Strack
Jeane L. Strickland

Valentin Suarez
Evette S. Taub
John K. Thompson
Rhonda D. Thompson
James R. Titterton

Myra Todd
Marybell Torres
Vilma T. Torres
Rosemund Trotman
Bobbie J. Tucker





Advertising

Mary-Lou Williams
Shirley Williams
Terry Ri Williams

Robert Wilson
Raymond Wood
Kevin D. Woodley

Cynthia E. Wilson
Desiree T. Wilson
Henry Zabielski

CONGRATULATIONS
AND

WELCOME ABOARD
to the

CLASS OF '81

FROM THE
ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION
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CONGRATULATIONS
to the

CLASS OF '81

SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHY YEARBOOK SPECIALISTS

Candid Weddings (\ tffc f] lVlldfrr^V
/ Baby Pictures

Gradulations Cf. A Model Portfolios

Natural Color ^
|

^lU&lO , , Identification Photos

' O/UidL Inc.

848 FRANKLIN AVENUE • BROOKLYN, N.Y. 1 1225 • PR 4-2570
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CONGRATULATIONS
to the

CLASS OF '81

from
A SERVICE OE

GAOKTCC John Jay College Bookstore
iJT\l\lNLJ 445 West 59 Street

Vj \J|jRI p New York, N.Y. 10019

BOOKSTORES INC

The Center
for Productive
Public Management
extends its

CONGRATULATIONS
to the 1981

JOHN JAY
GRADUATES

Improving public sector productivity is the goal

of the Center for Productive Public

Management (CPPM). The center disseminates

information through publications and audio-

visual presentations, and designs courses for

John Jay students at the graduate level.

BEST
WISHES
to the
GRADUATES
of 1981 from
ROCCO's
HERO SHOP
860 10th Ave.

303DC 3M4 6v G021
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